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With the help of India holidays, tourists can get a golden chance to explore some of the wonderful
state of India such as Delhi, Jammu and Kashmir, Punjab, Uttaranchal, Himanchal Pradesh,
Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and many more. Here, tourists can explore some of the important rivers
such as the Ganga, Brahmaputra, Yamuna flow and many others. North India has been the hub of
rule of numerous of the dynasties and empire, which is established in India.

Delhi is one of the most preferred and exotic tourist destinations of India, where tourists can explore
a number of wonderful attractions of India such as the Red Fort, Qutub Minar, Jama Masjid,
Humayun's tomb, Jantar Mantar, India gate and many others. These are frequently visited by
tourists. Delhi is dotted with three UNESCO World Heritages Sites, which can be visited with the
help of India holidays. 

If you really want to enjoy your trip to India, you must head towards Uttaranchal, which is known as
the paradise for tourists'. Nainital, Musoori, Munsiyari etc are the famous destinations, where
tourists can explore a number of gorgeous and amazing attractions.  Corbett national park in
Ramnagar is one of the prominent destinations for travelers. Nainital is a town, which is situated
around an eye shaped lake. Naini means eye and tal means lake). On India holidays, tourists can
find some of the wonderful temple near this lake called the Nandadevi temple.  Here tourists can
experience the sweet hill breeze in during the sunrise and sunset.

Here, tourists can explore some of the famous other lakes near Nainital such as Bheemtal, Saattal,
Naukuchiatal, Naldabiyantital and many others. Tourists can get a chance to visit for a picnic in the
landscapes around these lakes and experience the boat ride also. With India holidays, tourists can
explore Jammu and Kashmir, which is well-known as the Paradise on earth because of the breath
taking beauty. In this wonderful place, tourists can explore most of the famous destinations of
Jammu and Kashmir such as Jammu, Gulmarg, Srinagar, Leh, Ladakh, Kargil and many others. In
the place of paradise, tourists can experience house boat on the lakes of Jammu and Kashmir.
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